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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) automating critical public infrastructure face a pervasive threat of attack, motivating research into different types of countermeasures. Assessing the effectiveness of these countermeasures is challenging, however, as benchmarks are difficult to construct manually, existing automated testing solutions often make unrealistic assumptions, and blindly fuzzing is ineffective at finding attacks due to the enormous search spaces and resource requirements. In this work, we propose active sensor fuzzing, a fully automated approach for building test suites without requiring any a priori knowledge about a CPS. Our approach employs active learning techniques. Applied to a real-world water treatment system, our approach manages to find attacks that drive the system into 15 different unsafe states involving water flow, pressure, and tank levels, including nine that were not covered by an established attack benchmark. Furthermore, we successfully generate targeted multi-point attacks that were not covered by an established attack benchmark. Finally, we investigate the impact of active learning on models and the reason that the model trained with active learning is able to discover more attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CYBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPSs) are highly integrated systems where computing, communication and physical process are deeply intertwined, each potentially involving different spatial and temporal scales, modalities, and interactions [1]. By embedding perception, communication and computation elements in physical devices, CPSs manage to realize the distributed perception of external environment, trusted data transmission and processing of intelligent information. With the feedback of the Cyber part, CPSs construct a series of real-time control mechanisms of the Physical part. These complex systems are now ubiquitous in modern life, with examples found in fields as diverse as aerospace, autonomous vehicles, and medical monitoring. CPSs are also commonly used to automate aspects of critical civil infrastructure, such as water treatment or the management of electricity demand [2]. Given the potential to cause massive disruption, such systems have become prime targets for cyber attackers, with a number of successful cases reported in recent years [3], [4].

This pervasive threat faced by CPSs has motivated research and development into a wide variety of attack defense mechanisms, including techniques based on anomaly detection [5]–[15], fingerprinting [16]–[19], and monitoring conditions or physical invariants [20]–[27]. The practical utility of these different countermeasures ultimately depends on how effective they are at their principal goal: detecting and/or preventing attacks. Unfortunately, assessing this experimentally is not always straightforward, even with access to an actual CPS, because of the need for realistic attacks to evaluate them against. Herein lies the problem: where exactly should such a set of attacks come from?

A typical solution is to use existing attack benchmarks and datasets, as have been made available by researchers for different CPS testbeds [28], [29], and as have been used in the evaluation of different countermeasures, e.g., [7], [12], [13]. Across these examples, attackers are typically assumed to have compromised the communication links to some extent, and thus can manipulate the sensor readings and actuator commands exchanged across the network. The aforementioned attacks are usually manually generated by engineers with sufficient expertise in the CPS, or through invited hackathons to discover new attacks from those without insider bias [30]. Unfortunately, constructing such benchmarks requires a great deal of time and expertise. And generalizing them from one CPS to another is a forlorn hope due to the distinct structures, components and complexities of different systems [31].

Using symbolic execution and simulation techniques to explore the state space of the system is also a solution to verify hybrid systems. S-TaLiRo [32] is used for falsification of hybrid systems with temporal logic specifications. Breach [33] is capable of reachability analysis to explore the state space of the system and could be integrated with other tools such as dReach and Simulink. In this paper, we propose active sensor fuzzing, an automated, machine learning (ML) guided...
approach for constructing ‘test suites’ (or benchmarks) of CPS network attacks, without requiring any specific system expertise including the normal operational ranges of sensors. Our approach consists of two broad steps: learning and fuzzing.

In the learning part, we construct a series of classification models for predicting future actuator configurations and regression models for predicting future sensor readings. Instead of exploiting traditional online learning, we leverage active learning [34], a form of supervised ML that iteratively re-trains a model on examples that are estimated to maximally improve it. Since online learning requires enormous search space and resource costs for acquiring new training data, we apply the concept of active learning that selects training data which would improve the model most and accordingly search the vectors that tends to maximally change the actuator configurations (i.e., the output of the model). Retraining the model with such vectors could maximally improve our model. By this way, we can save time and effort in acquiring new training data. In the fuzzing part, we fuzz the sensor readings over the network to fool the system to automatically generate attack sequences that drive the system into a targeted unsafe state. This fuzzing is guided by the learnt model: potential manipulations of the sensors are searched for (e.g., with a genetic algorithm [35] or simulated annealing algorithm [36]), and then the model predicts which of them would drive the CPS closest to the unsafe state. Combining learning and fuzzing, our approach intelligently and automatically construct attacks the would drive the system into different categories of unsafe physical states and hence can be utilized as ‘test suites’.

Our design for active sensor fuzzing was driven by four key requirements. First, that it should be general, in the sense that it is not devised for specific CPS, but is able to apply in a variety of sensors and actuators. Second, that the approach should be comprehensive, in that the suites of attacks it constructs should systematically cause different categories of unsafe states for CPS, rather than just a select few. Third, that it should be efficient, with each attack achieving its goal quickly (within an acceptable and reasonable time interval), posing additional challenge for countermeasures. Finally, that it should be practical, in that it is straightforward to implement for real CPSs without any formal specification or specific technical expertise, and that the ‘test suites’ of attacks are of comparable quality to expert-crafted benchmarks, thus a reasonable basis for assessing attack defense mechanisms.

To evaluate our approach against these requirements, we implemented it for a real-world CPS testbed: the Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) testbed [37]. SWaT is a fully operational water treatment plant consisting of 42 sensors and actuators, able to produce five gallons of drinking water per minute. The design of the testbed was based on real-world industrial purification plants and distribution networks, and thus reflect many of their complexities. The evaluation shows that active sensor fuzzing could automatically identify suites of attacks that drove SWaT into 15 different unsafe states involving water flow, pressure and tank levels. Furthermore, it covered nine unsafe states beyond those in an established expert-crafted benchmark [29] and two unsafe states beyond those constructed by another intelligent fuzzing framework [38].

Finally, we study the difference between the models trained with and without active learning. We show how active learning improves the model performance and helps construct attack suites.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

- We propose active sensor fuzzing, which makes use of ML models and metaheuristic methods for automatically constructing test suites (or benchmarks) of network attacks for different CPSs. We utilize active learning to improve the accuracy of our models and the performance of the attack suites.
- We implement active sensor fuzzing for a real-world CPS testbed, identifying attacks that drive it into 15 different unsafe states, including nine that were not present in an expert-crafted benchmark and two that were not covered by an existing fuzzing framework.
- We successfully launch targeted attacks and multi-point attacks, which to the best of our knowledge, is never achieved automatically before.
- We analyze the impact of active learning on those trained models and try to explain why active learning can result in better performance in constructing attack suites.

This paper is an extension of our previous publication [38] by complementing the original framework with a new option of the victim components in the system: sensor readings. The attacks that involved manipulating sensor readings were not evaluated in the previous work, which means a huge class of real-world attacks were not possible to find. Meanwhile, sensor-manipulating attacks are important to include in test suites. When we override the sensor readings, the system itself will automatically assign the corresponding actuator configurations to get back to its ‘normal’ states. Such procedures are more covert, especially when the system is deployed with some intrusion detection systems (IDS). So the benchmarks based on sensor readings are more likely to achieve the attack goal without triggering any defense mechanisms. Apart from the new attack targets, We learn some extra models to better illustrate the relation between actuators and sensors and introduce a new search algorithm to guide the fuzzing process. We also introduce the active learning technique into the process of learning to generate a more accurate model. Furthermore, we complement the original attack benchmarks by implementing two sophisticated attacks: targeted and multi-point attack.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE

Here, we clarify our assumptions of CPSs and fuzzing, before introducing our real-world CPS case study, SWaT. We discuss an example of active sensor fuzzing on SWaT.

CPSs and Fuzzing. We define CPSs as systems in which algorithmic control and physical processes are tightly integrated. Concretely, we assume that they consist of computational elements (the ‘cyber’ part) such as programmable logic controllers (PLCs), distributed over a network, and interacting with their processes via sensors and actuators (the ‘physical’
The operation of a CPS is controlled by its PLCs, which receive readings from sensors that observe the physical state, and then compute appropriate commands to send along the network to the relevant actuators. We assume that the sensors read continuous data (e.g., temperature, pressure, flow) and that the states of the actuators are discrete.

These characteristics together make CPSs very difficult to reason about: while individual control components (e.g., PLC programs) may be simple in isolation, reasoning about the behavior of the whole system can only be done with consideration of how its physical processes evolve and interact. This often requires considerable domain-specific expertise beyond the knowledge of a typical computer scientist, which is one of our principal motivations for achieving full automation.

Fuzzing, which plays a key role in our solution, is in general an automated testing technique that attempts to identify potential crashes or assertion violations by generating diverse and unexpected inputs for a given system [39]. Many of the most well-known tools perform fuzzing on programs, e.g., [40], [41], but in the context of CPSs, we consider fuzzing at the network level.

**SWaT Testbed.** One CPS that satisfies the aforementioned assumptions, and thus will form the case studies of this paper, is Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) [37], testbed built for cyber-security research. (Due to the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, we do not evaluate our approach on WADI testbed like our previous submission [38] did.) SWaT (Figure 1) is a fully operational water treatment plant with the capability of producing five gallons of safe drinking water per minute. The testbed is scaled-down versions of actual water treatment plant in a city, and exhibit many of their complexities.

SWaT treats water across six distinct but co-operating stages, involving a variety of complex chemical processes. Each stage is controlled by a dedicated Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLC, which communicates with the sensors and actuators relevant to that stage over a ring network, and with other PLCs over a star network. Each PLC cycles through its program, computing the appropriate commands to send to actuators based on the latest sensor readings received as input. The system consists of 42 sensors and actuators in total, with sensors monitoring physical properties such as tank levels, flow, pressure, and pH values, and actuators including motorized valves (for opening an inflow pipe) and pumps (for emptying a tank). A historian regularly records the sensor readings and actuator commands during SWaT’s operation, facilitating data logs for offline analyses and machine learning.

The sensors in the testbed are associated with manufacturer-defined ranges of safe values, which in normal operation, they are expected to remain within. If a sensor reports a (true) reading outside of this range, we say the physical state of the CPS has become unsafe. If a level indicator transmitter, for example, reports that the tank in stage one has become more than a certain percentage full (or empty), then the physical state has become unsafe due to the risk of an overflow (resp. underflow). Unsafe pressure states indicate the risk of a pipe bursting, and unsafe levels of water flow indicate the risk of possible cascading effects in other parts of the system.

A number of countermeasures have been developed to prevent SWaT from entering unsafe states. Ghaeini and Tippchenauer [42], for example, monitor the network traffic with a hierarchical intrusion detection system, and Ahmed et al. [16], [17] detect attacks by fingerprinting sensor and process noise. Other approaches learn models from physical data logs, and use them to evaluate whether or not the current state represents normal behavior or not: most (e.g., [7], [12], [43]) use unsupervised learning to construct these models, although Chen et al. [23], [25] use supervised learning by automatically seeding faults in the control programs (of a high-fidelity simulator). Feng et al. [44] also generate invariants, but use an approach based on learning and data mining that can capture noise in sensor measurements more easily than manual approaches.

**Active Sensor Fuzzing Example.** To illustrate how our approach works in practice, we informally describe how it is able to automatically find an attack for overflowing a tank in the first stage of SWaT. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between some interconnected components across the first three stages. It includes some sensors: Level Indicator Transmitters (LITs) for reporting the levels of different tanks; and Flow Indicator Transmitters (FITs) for reporting the flow of water in some pipes. It also includes some actuators: Motorized Valves (MVs), which if open, allow water to pass through; and a Pump (P101), which if on, pumps water out of the preceding tank. The physical flow of water throughout this subpart of the system is controlled by some inter-communicating PLCs. If the value of LIT301 becomes too low, for example, the PLC controlling valve MV201 will open it. Furthermore, the PLC controlling pump P101 will switch it on to pump additional water through, causing the value of LIT301 to rise.

Before launching our fuzzer, two choices must be made: first, what is the attack goal (characterized as a fitness function); and second, which search algorithm should be used to identify actuator configurations that achieve it? As our goal is to overflow the tank monitored by LIT101, we must define...
a fitness function on the sensor readings that is maximized as we get closer to overflowing the tank. A simple function achieving this takes as input a vector of predicted sensor states \( \langle \text{FIT}101, \text{FIT}201, \ldots \rangle \) and returns simply the value of FIT101. Initially, we randomly search through the space of sensor readings since we do not assume any prior knowledge.

Upon launching the fuzzer, several different values of the system’s sensors are (randomly) generated and sent to override the current sensor readings. For each set of ‘fake’ values, two models are used to predict the future sensor values. Note that for assessing the effects of the attacks, separate variables are used to record ‘true’ sensor readings rather than the ‘fake’ sensor values we generate. Specifically, one model is used to predict the future actuator configurations that the PLC will issue according to the spoofed sensor readings, and another model, as same as the model trained in our previous publication [38], would predict the corresponding changes of sensor readings according to the actuator configurations. Note that the change of sensor readings can also be predicted with one model, which takes the ‘fake’ sensor values, the ‘true’ sensor values and the current actuator configurations as the input. The intuition of training two models is that we can observe how different states of sensor readings affect the evolution of actuators and furthermore have a clearer understanding about the interaction among the different components of the CPS.

Our fitness function is maximized by future states with the highest LIT101 readings, which in Figure 2, would result from a configuration of actuators where MV101 is open, P101 is off, P102 is on, and P601 is on (as water will be flowing into the tank, and the pumps will not be removing it). Note that P102 and P601 are not pictured: the former is a backup pump (redundancy for P101); the latter is a pump for driving in water from stage 6. Such actuator configurations can be achieved when the readings of FIT101 and LIT101 are low, the readings of FIT201 and LIT201 are high, so that the PLC will open MV101 and P601 to supply LIT101 and close P101, P102 and MV201 to prevent the overflow of LIT301. With suitable sensor readings identified: FIT101 0.00, LIT101 400.00, FIT201 3.00, and LIT301 1100.00, the relevant commands will be issued by PLCs: OPEN MV101, OFF P101, OFF P102, and ON P601. Eventually, LIT101 will reach its upper unsafe range (risk of overflow), i.e., the attack goal.

### III. How Sensor Fuzzing Works

Our approach for automatically finding network attacks on CPSs consists of two broad steps in turn: learning and fuzzing. In the first step, we learn two models of the CPS that can predict the effects of sensor readings and actuator configurations based on the physical state respectively, as summarized in Figure 3.

Let \( x[n] \) denote a plant state at time \( n \). Let \( s[n] = S(x[n]) \) be the equation denoting the relation between the plant state \( x[n] \). Let \( a[n] = A(x[n]) \) denote the actuator configuration of \( x[n] \). Let \( x[n+1] = f(x[n], a[n]) \) denote the dynamical evolution of the plant state at time \( n+1 \) in terms of its state and actuator input at time \( n \). The first model tries to learn the composition of \( S \) and \( f \), it takes as input the current configuration of all actuators and proposed readings of the sensors, returning as output a prediction of the actuator configurations that would result from adopting those readings for a fixed time interval. The second model tries to learn the composition of \( f \) and \( A \), it takes all of the true sensor readings and the actuator configurations predicted by the first model as input and outputs the prediction of the true sensor values after a fixed time interval. Notice that we can also train a single model which takes the configuration of actuators and proposed sensor readings and directly predicts the future sensor values. However, with training two models, we are able to further analyze the inner relation among the different devices (e.g., sensors and actuators) of the CPS that can later be used to inform which combination of sensor readings is likely to drive the system closer to a targeted unsafe state.

Unlike actuator configurations, which are composed of discrete states, the sensor reading is a continuous value. Considering the precision of the target CPS testbed, the search space of sensor readings is enormous; hence blindly manipulating the sensor reading has limited effectiveness to generate the meaningful attacks suites. Therefore, in addition to the normal training procedure, we also consider utilizing online active learning to overcome the huge search space. Active learning is a form of supervised ML technology, which is proposed to overcome the high cost of labeling by iteratively selecting unlabeled data from the data pool and re-training the model. It is proven [31] that active learning is useful to reduce the training overhead and enhance the model performance. In our approach, we adopt the Expected Behavior Change Maximization (EBCM) framework from [31]. The intuition is that exploring different behavior in a particular context is more informative. To learn aforementioned models, we extract a time series of sensor and actuator data from the system logs and apply a suitable machine learning algorithm.

The second step of our approach searches for sensor readings to fuzz the sensor with that will drive the CPS into an unsafe physical state. The sub-steps of this part are summarized in Figure 4. To find the right combination of sensor readings, our approach applies search algorithms over the space of sensor readings, returning the configuration that is predicted by the cascaded model (of the first step) to drive the CPS the closest to an unsafe state. We explore different search algorithms for this task, including random,
but also metaheuristic (e.g., genetic algorithms and simulated annealing) given that the search space of sensor readings can grow quite large (Since each sensor reading is stored in single-precision floating-point format in PLC). We use fitness functions to evaluate predicted sensor states with respect to the attack goal.

Assumptions. Given that active sensor fuzzing, ultimately, is intended to generate attacks for evaluating CPS defense solutions, it is important to detail our assumptions about systems and attackers, thus characterizing the kinds of attacks that will be found (and just as importantly, those that will not be).

In the learning phase of our approach, we assume the integrity of the data that the machine learning models are trained on (i.e., an attacker has not manipulated the learning of the model). In the fuzzing phase, we search for network attacks that could be executed by attackers that are able to compromise the communication links between PLCs and sensors. In particular, we assume that attackers can monitor all genuine sensor readings and actuator commands, and can manipulate the readings of arbitrary sensors at will. Notice that in order to make our attacks more stealthy, all the modified sensor readings are within the range when the system runs without tampering. Furthermore, we assume that the genuine readings originating from any sensors can be intercepted and blocked from ever reaching the PLCs. Note that while in general we assume a rather powerful attacker, it is possible to use our technique with more restricted capabilities too (e.g., particular sensors or stages only), in order to test defense mechanisms in a more realistic context.

A. Step One: Learning a Prediction Model

Data Collection. Our method requires a dataset from which the relationship between actuators, sensor readings and the evolution of the physical states can be learnt. A suitable raw format for such data is a time series of sensor readings and actuator configurations, recorded at regular intervals during the regular operation of the CPS. The required size of the time series depends upon how many ‘modes’ of behavior the system exhibits, and how quickly the effects of actuator commands are propagated through the physical state. In general, logs from several days of operation may be sufficient to span enough of the system’s normal operational behavior.

Since our method is aimed at engineers or researchers who are seeking to assess the defenses of a CPS (i.e., not an external attacker), we assume that such data is readily available, e.g., from the system’s historian. But in principle, it could also be collected by monitoring the network traffic.

For SWaT, time series datasets are already available online [29], and were obtained by running the testbeds non-stop for seven days without any interruption from attacks or faults. The datasets include the states of all sensors and actuators as recorded by the historians every 1s.

Training a Model. Our method builds two models cascaded together as Figure 3 depicts. In this paper, we consider three different ML algorithms that are popular and well-suited for the particular form of training data—a time series of actuator states and (continuous) sensor values. First, we consider a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [45], a deep learning model with an architecture that supports the learning of longer-term dependencies in the data for both models. Second, we consider a Support Vector Classification (SVC) [46] for the first model to predict the states of the actuators. Most of the actuators can only be in one of two states (i.e., 0 for off, 1 for on), and thus we can consider it as a binary classification problem, where each class represents one physical states of the actuator. For the second model, whose outputs are sensor readings, we choose Support Vector Regression (SVR) model [47], an extension of support vector machines for handling continuous values.

To apply these ML algorithms to a dataset, the sensor and actuator values must be extracted from the raw logs into a fixed vector format. As we want to learn the relation between actuator states and the evolution of sensor values, a possible form of the vector is \((s_0, s_1, \ldots, a_0, a_1, \ldots, s'_0, s'_1, \ldots, a'_0, a'_1, \ldots)\), where the \(s_i\) and \(a_i\) are the readings/states of sensors and actuators at time point \(t\), and the \(s'_i\) and \(a'_i\) are the readings/states of the same sensors and actuators but at time point \(t+i\) for some fixed time interval \(i\). Depending on the particular algorithm, the sensor values may also need to be normalized. After extracting as many vectors as possible from the raw data, as is typical in learning, the algorithm should only be trained on a fixed portion of them (e.g., 80%), leaving the remainder as test data for assessing the accuracy of the learnt model’s predictions.

We trained one set of LSTM and SVC/SVR models using standard Python library implementations: the Keras neural networks API [48] and scikit-learn [49] respectively. We extracted vectors for training from days 2–5 of the SWaT dataset, with vectors from the remaining days reserved for testing the learnt models. Our two LSTM models (model 1 and model 2) used a traditional architecture consisting of an LSTM layer followed by a dense, fully-connected layer, and took approximately 17 hours of training on a server with four TITAN Xp GPUs. The training of SVC and SVR models took approximately 3 hours and 7 hours, respectively. The accuracy
The accuracy (%) of Model 1 and Model 2 applying three ML technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>SVC</th>
<th>SVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1-AL</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1: Expected Behavior Change Maximization

**Input:** Prediction model \( M_s \), prediction time \( t_s \)

**Output:** Feature vector \( p_f \)

1. Sniff current sensor readings and actuator configurations and construct a feature vector \( p_o \) based on their values;
2. Wait for \( t_s \) seconds then observe the value \( v_s \) of \( s \);
3. Let \( P := \{ \} \); [empty sequence]
4. Let \( D := \{ \} \);
5. repeat
   6. Construct a new vector \( p \) from \( p_o \) by randomly manipulating sensor values of \( p_o \);
   7. \( v_p := M_s(p) \);
   8. \( P := P \cup \{p\} \); [Include the new vector into \( P \)]
   9. \( D := D \cup (v_s - v_p) \); [Include the value difference into \( D \)]
10. until \( \text{timeout} \);
11. Select a feature vector \( p_f \) from \( P \) using Roulette Wheel Selection with corresponding values in \( D \);
12. return feature vector \( p_f \);

of each model is given in Table I. Note that upon testing of model 2, which outputs continuous values, the accuracy is measured with a tolerance between the actual and predicted values of 5%.

We remark that in our SWaT implementations, in addition to learning models able to predict all the sensor values and actuator configurations \( \langle s_0, s_1', s_2, \ldots, a_0, a_1', a_2, \ldots \rangle \), we also learnt a series of simpler models that predict only a single sensor reading or actuator status. These models are useful in later experiments (Section IV) when the fuzzer is attempting to drive one sensor in particular to an unsafe state, since they can provide the necessary predictions more efficiently, and are also faster to learn (5-10 minutes on an off-the-shelf laptop). Furthermore, for SVC/SVR, it allowed us to vary the time interval in predictions for different sensors. While most were set at 1s (as for LSTM), we found that we needed a larger interval of 7s in SVC for the valves and the pumps and 100s in SVR for the water tank level sensors, due to the fact that the actuators take a certain time to open/close and tank levels change more slowly. (This is only an issue for SVC/SVR, since the architecture of LSTM is specially designed to handle long lags between events.)

As for the active learning part, we adopt the EBCM algorithm in [31] which samples examples estimated to cause maximally different behavior from the current state of the system. We only apply active learning on model 1 since applying it on model 2 would take a lot longer time (the change of water levels is much slower than the change of the states of actuators). It is unreasonable to assume that the attacker can access the CPS and manipulate its data for such amount of time without triggering any alarms. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps of EBCM. We first construct a new feature vector by sampling the true sensor readings and actuator configurations. Then the sensor readings are randomly manipulated and a vector that would have led to a maximally different actuator states than the original is chosen as the output. We use Roulette Wheel Selection [35] to choose the feature vector from a set of several to ensure some variation. Each candidate is assigned a probability of being selected based on its ‘fitness’. Herein we encode the actuator states with a vector consists with 0/1, and calculate the difference between two sets of actuator states with hamming distance. The ‘fitness’ of each candidate is defined as the difference between what the actuator configurations actually are and what the current model predict for the candidate.

In our active learning setting, the initial models are trained using the data only from day 2, day 3 and half of day 4. Then the active learning process will be repeated for 10 rounds. In each round, a set of sensor readings will be generated according to the EBCM algorithm and the prediction of the model. The genuine sensor readings will be replaced by the falsified ones and the actuators will respond to the new readings. We wait for 10 seconds to ensure that all the actuators complete the on/off operations and collect the new sensor readings and actuator states. Such procedure will be repeated for 10 times in each round and the model will be updated according to the newly collected data when a round is finished. The whole active learning procedure will take approximately 20 minutes (10 rounds*100 seconds/rounds, added up with the time to generate sensor readings), which is a acceptable time compared with the training period. The accuracies of the pre-trained models are 90.4% and 84.2% for LSTM and SVC, respectively. The performances with active learning are also given in Table I. We can conclude that with fewer data samples, models with better performance are achieved while using active learning.

**B. Step Two: Fuzzing to Find Attacks**

**Fitness Functions.** We use fitness functions to quantify how close some (predicted) sensor readings are to an unsafe state we wish to reach. Intuitively, a fitness function takes a vector of sensor values as input, and returns a number that is larger the ‘closer’ the input is to an unsafe state. The goal of a search algorithm is then to find sensor readings that are predicted (by the LSTM/SVM models) to bring about genuine sensor states that maximize the fitness function.

Fitness functions are manually defined for the CPS under consideration, and should characterize precisely what an unsafe state is. There is a great deal of flexibility in how they are defined: it is possible to define them in terms of the unsafe ranges of individual sensors, of groups of related sensors, or of different combinations therein. In this paper, we perform sensor fuzzing using fitness functions for the
individual sensors in turn, to ensure a suitable variety of attacks, and to avoid the problem of a single sensor always dominating (e.g., because it is easier to attack).

Defining a fitness function for a single sensor \( s \) is straightforward. If its unsafe range consists of all the values above a certain threshold, then a suitable fitness function would be the absolute distance of the sensor reading \( s \) itself, since maximizing it brings it closer to (or beyond) that threshold. If its unsafe range consists of values below a certain threshold, then a suitable fitness function would be the negation of the sensor reading, \(-s\).

A general fitness function can be defined for any group of the system’s sensors. Let \( v_s \) denote the current value of sensor \( s \), \( L_s \) denote its lower safety threshold, \( H_s \) denote its upper safety threshold, and \( r_s = H_s - L_s \) denote its range of safe values. Let

\[
d_s = \begin{cases} 
\min(|v_s - L_s|, |v_s - H_s|) & L_s \leq v_s \leq H_s \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

i.e., the absolute distance of the sensor reading from the nearest safety threshold. Then, the fitness function for a set \( S \) of the CPS’s sensors is \( \sum_{s \in S} \frac{1}{d_s} \). This function tends to infinity as individual sensor readings get closer to either their lower or upper safety thresholds. In other words, the fitness function returns an increasingly large number as the system moves in the direction of an unsafe state.

For SWaT, we defined fitness functions on a per-sensor basis, and treated the values above and below these thresholds as two separate cases. We did this for two reasons: first, to ensure that sensor fuzzing can find attacks that violate each sensor in both ways (where applicable); and second, as it increases the diversity of attacks in cases it is much easier to attack a sensor in one direction. We remark that a preliminary investigation found more general fitness functions (e.g., favoring any kind of attack) not to be useful for SWaT, as the attacks found by fuzzing were dominated by sensors that were easier to drive to unsafe ranges, such as the water flow indicators in the first stage.

### Searching and Fuzzing

Note that as described in our active fuzzing example (see Section 2), in the context of sensor fuzzing, the sensor value injection will influence the state of actuators firstly. Afterward, these actuators will drive the ‘true’ sensor reading to the unsafe state it’s going to reach, i.e., lower or upper safety thresholds. In addition to the single-point attack presented in our previous paper [38], we also perform targeted and multi-point attacks (see Section 4.2 RQ3). In order to generate the attack benchmarks, we consider three different algorithms for searching across the space of sensor readings. First, we consider a simple random search, in which several combinations of sensor readings are randomly generated. The network is then fuzzed to apply the readings that is predicted (by the LSTM/SVM model) to maximize the fitness function.

Second, we consider a genetic algorithm (GA) [35], a metaheuristic search inspired by the “survival of the fittest” principle from the theory of natural selection. The high-level steps of our particular GA for finding sensor reading configurations are summarized in Algorithm 2. In [38], the actuator configurations are chosen as the fuzzing targets, which can be encoded as bit vectors. However, in this paper we fuzz sensor readings, which are usually stored as floating-point numbers. Although we can map these floats into discrete space and encode them afterwards, it may not be effective (due to the complication of encoding floating number operations using bit vector operators). Therefore, we adapt our GA algorithm to deal with floating-point data. The implementation of the GA algorithm can be described as follows: First, a population of sensor reading configurations is randomly generated. Note that all the generated sensor readings are within the range of the minimum to the maximum readings from the data logs we collect (See Section III-A) for each individual sensor. The inspiration of this setting is that all the fuzzed sensors readings have appeared during the normal operations of the testbed. So that the attack may bypass some simple defense mechanisms that only based on the sensor readings. Next, we calculate the fitness of each candidate in the population by: (1) applying the cascaded model; then (2) applying the fitness function to the resulting predicted state.

At this point we enter the main loop, in which the fittest candidates are selected for generating “offspring” from. We select the candidates using roulette wheel selection [35], which assigns to each candidate a probability of being selected based on its fitness. If \( f_i \) is the fitness of one of the \( n \) candidates, then its probability of being selected is \( f_i / \sum_{j=1}^{n} f_j \). Next, we sample candidate based on the probabilities using the following implementation. First, a random number is generated between 0 and the sum of the candidates’ fitness scores. Then, we iterate through the population, until the accumulated fitness score is larger than that number. At this point we stop, selecting the last candidate as a “parent”. We repeat this until we have selected \( k \) parents (possibly including duplicates).

From the parents, we generate new candidates (offspring) by applying crossover and mutation. For the former, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
x'_A &= \alpha x_B + (1 - \alpha) x_A \\
x'_B &= \alpha x_A + (1 - \alpha) x_B
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a random number between 0 and 1.
Algorithm 3: SA for Sensor Readings

Input: Vector of actuator configurations $A$, prediction cascaded model $M$, fitness function $f$, initial temperature $T_{in}$, minimum temperature $T_{min}$, no. of initial solutions $n$, no. of inner iterations $k$, temperature constant $t$

Output: Vector of sensor readings

Randomly generate set $S$ of $n$ sensor reading configurations;
Compute fitness of each candidate $c \in S$ with $f(M(c, A))$;
Select $c \in S$ that maximizes $f(M(c, A))$;
Set initial temperature $T$ as $T = T_{in}$;
repeat
  repeat
    Generate a random noise $\Delta c$;
    Generate a new candidate $c_{new}$ by adding $\Delta c$ to $c$;
    if $f(M(c_{new}, A)) > f(M(c, A))$ then
      $c = c_{new}$;
    else
      Generate a random number $r$ between 0 and 1;
      if $r < \exp((f(M(c_{new}, A)) - f(M(c, A)))/T)$ then
        $c = c_{new}$;
      else
        continue;
  until iteration $k$ is reached;
Update $T$ with new temperature $T/(1 + t)$;
until timeout or $T < T_{min}$;
return the final candidate $c$;

For the latter, we have
\[
    x_{A'} = \begin{cases}
    x_A + k \cdot (x_{max} - x_A) \cdot r, & \text{rand()} \% 2 = 0 \\
    x_A - k \cdot (x_A - x_{min}) \cdot r, & \text{rand()} \% 2 = 1
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

where $k$ is 0.2, $r$ is a random number between 0 and 1, $x_{max}$ and $x_{min}$ are the maximum value and the minimum value of the corresponding sensor in the historian data logs, respectively.

The fitness of all the new candidates is calculated, then the $n$ fittest candidates from the old and the new candidates are carried forward as the new population, with the other, less fit candidates all eliminated. This iteration continues until a fixed timeout is reached. The fittest sensor reading configuration is then returned, and the relevant genuine sensor readings are overwritten by the falsified ones.

Our third searching algorithm is simulated annealing (SA) [36], a metaheuristic method models a physical process where a solid is heated and then slowly cools down to decrease defects to solve optimization problems. The high-level steps of our particular SA for finding sensor readings are summarized in Algorithm 3. The details of how we implement SA algorithm can be described as follows: First, we randomly generate a set of sensor reading configurations (like GA, all the sensor readings are in the normal range). Next, we calculate the fitness of each individual configuration by: (1) applying the cascaded model; then (2) applying the fitness function to the resulting predicted state. We single out the configuration with the maximum fitness and set it as our first solution.

Then we enter the main loop. We generate a new solution by randomly adding up a tiny noise $\Delta c$ to the previous solution. The fitness $f_{new}$ of the new solution will be calculated. If the $f_{new}$ is larger than the fitness of the previous solution $f_{old}$, the previous solution will be replaced by the new one. Else, we generate a random number $r$ between 0 and 1. If $r$ is smaller than $\exp((f_{new} - f_{old})/T)$, the previous solution will also be replaced by the new one. Else, the solution remains unchanged. Such procedure will be repeated for $k$ times. Then the temperature $T$ will be updated with a lower temperature $T/(1 + t)$. After this, we enter the next loop. The main loop continues until a fixed timeout is reached or $T$ is lower than the minimum temperature $T_{min}$.

In our GA implementation, we set the population size as $n = 100$, number of parents as $k = 100$, the crossover probability as 0.5, and the mutation probability as 0.1. These parameters were chosen to ensure that the algorithm will converge before the 10s timeout. Furthermore, we cap the maximum number of iterations at 100 (if reached before the timeout). In our SA implementation, we set the initial temperature as $T_{in} = 1$, minimum temperature as $T_{min} = 7 \cdot 10^{-3}$, the number of initial solutions $n$ as 100, the number of inner iterations $k$ as 10, the temperature constant $t$ as 1. These parameters were also chosen to ensure the time constraint. For the random search, the maximum number of the generated combinations is set to 1000. For the GA and SA searches, we set a timeout of 10s, after which the best sensor reading found so far would be the one that is applied. While this 10s timeout is clearly longer than the 1s prediction time interval of our models (except for the 100s time interval for tank levels in SVM), the predictions are still meaningful because the physical states of the testbeds evolve so slowly in the meantime. For CPSs that change faster, a longer prediction time interval may need to be considered for the search to remain practically useful.

Once our random, GA or SA search algorithm identifies the fittest sensor readings, we use the Python package pycomm [50] to fuzz the sensor readings over the network. As long as the system continues to approach the targeted unsafe state, the sensor readings are held; otherwise, the search is repeated to identify a more fruitful configuration.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the effectiveness of active sensor fuzzing on the SWaT testbeds (Section II).

A. Research Questions

Our evaluation addresses six research questions based on our original design requirements for active sensor fuzzing (Section I):

| RQ1 (Efficiency): How quickly is active sensor fuzzing able to find an attack? |
| RQ2 (Comprehensiveness): How many unsafe states can the attacks of active sensor fuzzing cover? |
| RQ3 (Complexity): Is active sensor fuzzing able to generate sophisticated attacks? |
| RQ4 (Setup): Which combination of model and search algorithm is most effective? |
| RQ5 (Comparisons): How do the attacks compare against those of other approaches or those in benchmarks? |
RQ6 (Improvement): How active sensor fuzzing complements our original fuzzing framework?

B. Experiments and Discussion

RQs 1–2 consider whether active sensor fuzzing achieves its principal goal of finding network attacks. We assess this from two different angles: first, in terms of how quickly it is able to drive the CPS into a particular unsafe state; and second, in terms of how many different unsafe states the attacks can cover. RQ 3 investigates whether active sensor fuzzing is able to generate sophisticated attacks, i.e., targeted and multi-point attacks. RQ 4 considers how different setups of active sensor fuzzing (i.e., different models or search algorithms) impact its ability to find attacks. RQ 5 compares the effectiveness of active sensor fuzzing against two other approaches: the baseline of randomly manipulating sensor readings without reference to a model of the system, and an established, manually constructed benchmark of attacks [29]. Finally, RQ6 clarifies how the new features induced in active sensor fuzzing complement our previous work, which uses ML-guided fuzzing to mutate actuator states [38], and discusses how they promote the predictive models and the procedure of finding attacks in the context of cyber physical systems.

We design four experiments for the SWaT testbed to evaluate our research questions. The programs we built to perform these experiments and all supplementary material are available online to download [51].

Experiment #1: RQs 1, 2&4. In our first experiment, we systematically target the different possible unsafe sensor ranges in SWaT, using our tools in six different model/search setups: LSTM-GA, LSTM-SA, LSTM-Random, SVR-GA, SVR-SA and SVR-Random (Each model setup contains models trained with and without active learning, see Section 3). Our goal is to collate the data and obtain an overall picture of how the different ML-guided setups perform, how quickly attacks are found, and how many different unsafe states are covered.

For each of the setups and fitness functions (usually two per sensor, targeting the lower and upper safety thresholds separately), we ran the experiment as follows. First, we “reset” the testbed by operating it normally until all sensors entered their safe ranges. Upon reaching this state, we launched the fuzzer with the given setup and fitness function, and let it run without interference for up to 20 minutes (long enough to ensure that over/underflow attacks are able to complete). If the unsafe state targeted by the fitness function was reached within that time, we disabled the fuzzer and recorded the time point at which the transition to unsafe state occurred. (If other sensors happen to enter their unsafe states along the way, we record this too, but do not disable the fuzzer for them.) Once the fuzzer was disabled, the testbed was allowed to reset and return to a safe state. We repeated these steps 5 times for every combination of fuzzer setup and fitness function, and recorded the median so as to remove biases resulting from differences in starting states. Note that in this experiment, we did not specifically target overflow or underflow attacks. So our tool would automatically choose the nearest unsafe state as the goal.

Results. The results of this experiment are given in the first twelve rows of Table II. The rows denote the different fuzzing setups (model trained with active learning is indicated by their subscripts AL), whereas the columns denote the different possible unsafe states for each sensor. These include: Flow Indicator Transmitters (FITs), which measure water flow in pipes and can become too High or Low; a Differential Pressure Sensor (DPIT), which can become too High or Low; and Level Indicator Transmitters (LITs), which measure the water levels of tanks, and can indicate a risk of Overflow or Underflow. We do not include the Analyzer Indicator Transmitters (AITs), which measure properties such as pH, as the testbeds currently take raw water from the mains (i.e., already close to pH 7); as a result, the readings barely vary during the plant’s operation. The numbers indicate the amount of time taken, in seconds, for a particular fuzzing setup to reach an unsafe state (RQ1); they are the medians obtained from 5 repetitions per combination of fuzzing setup and fitness function. Numbers indicated with an asterisk (∗) indicate that one or more repetitions that were unable to reach the unsafe state within 20 minutes. Furthermore, 1200+ indicates that despite approaching the given unsafe state, none of the repetitions were able to cross the threshold. The dashes (—) indicate which sensors never approached an unsafe state. From Table II, we can conclude that active sensor fuzzing is able to find attacks that drive SWaT into 15 different unsafe states involving water flow, pressure, and tank levels (RQ2).

For the unsafe states of FIT or DPIT, the median time for active sensor fuzzing to successfully launch the attack across different setups (models and search algorithms) is essentially the same. However, when the search algorithm is random, some repetitions fail to reach the unsafe states (the number indicated with an asterisk (∗)). While almost every repetition equipped with certain searching strategy manages to cross the safety boundary. The only exception is one repetition of which the setup is LSTM-SA (the corresponding number is indicated with an asterisk as shown in Table II). In this repetition, the search algorithm of SA failed to generate an appropriate solution before the maximum iteration was reached.

When the attack targets are LITs, the ML-GA and ML-SA setups noticeably outperform their Random variants at driving every SWaT’s water tank level into an unsafe state for both overflow and underflow attacks (Table II). For LIT sensors under a relatively simple circumstance (i.e., LIT101), the Random setups are still able to cross the safety boundary within the given time but take more time than those using metaheuristic algorithms. For the sensors under the complex circumstances (i.e., LIT301 and LIT401, which are relevant to three or four of the six stages), the Random setups fail to reach the threshold (indicated with 1200+) when targeting the underflow states. Meanwhile, ML-GA and ML-SA setups are able to generate at least one successful attack within the given time, which proves the superiority of applying metaheuristic search in the setup of active sensor fuzzing (RQ4). We thus have the following conclusion:
TABLE II  
RESULTS: MEDIAN TIME TAKEN (S) TO DRIVE SWAT’S FLOW, DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE, AND LEVEL INDICATOR TRANSMITTERS INTO UNSAFE STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flow (High)</th>
<th>Flow (Low)</th>
<th>Pr. (L)</th>
<th>Tanks (Overflow)</th>
<th>Tanks (Underflow)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIT101</td>
<td>FIT201</td>
<td>FIT301</td>
<td>FIT101</td>
<td>FIT201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-GA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-GA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-SA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-SA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Random</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-Random</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-GA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-GA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-SA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-SA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-Random</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-Random</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17*</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random (No Model)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17*</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark [29]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Fuzzing [38]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The success rate (% of launching attacks towards targeted unsafe states (overflow or underflow))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FIT101</th>
<th>FIT201</th>
<th>FIT301</th>
<th>FIT101</th>
<th>FIT201</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM-GA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-GA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-SA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-SA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Random</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_AL-Random</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17*</td>
<td>14*</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-GA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-GA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-SA</td>
<td>17*</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-SA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-Random</td>
<td>12*</td>
<td>19*</td>
<td>19*</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-Random</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17*</td>
<td>14*</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment #2: RQs 3&4. To further investigate the ability of our tool to find attacks, our second experiment studies whether active sensor fuzzing is able to generate more sophisticated and restricted benchmarks. In our experiment #1, we attack each individual sensor separately and do not aim any specific unsafe states. While in some real-world attack scenarios, the attackers are meant to drive the system out of some certain threshold (e.g., cause the water tank to overflow rather than underflow), or drive multiple components of the system into dangerous states at the same time (e.g., drive multiple water tanks to overflow or underflow simultaneously). Therefore, we design two sub-experiments to evaluate whether our tool still work given the aforementioned restriction.

Considering the complexity induced by different combinations of sensors, we single out three water tank level indicator transmitters (LIT101, LIT301 and LIT401), which work in three different stages of SWaT, as our victim sensors. The reason is that the overflow and underflow of water tanks usually cause more damage in real-world CPSs, hence the attack benchmarks of these three sensors are more representative.

The first sub-experiment aims to launch targeted attacks. We ran the experiment as follows. For each sensor, we separately targeted overflow and underflow states. The setting of target states could be achieved by modifying $d_s$ of the fitness function:

$$d_s = \begin{cases} |v_s - L_s| & L_s \leq v_s, \text{target = underflow} \\ |v_s - H_s| & v_s \leq H_s, \text{target = overlow} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

We chose the LSTM models retrained with active learning as our ML-guiding tool. We launched the fuzzer and let it run as described in Experiment #1. For every combination of fuzzer setup and fitness function, we repeated the steps 10 times and recorded how many times the water level successfully reached the specified states.

Results. The results of this sub-experiment are given in the first three rows of Table III. We record the success rate for each sensor to reach each specified unsafe states. The intuition is that from the success rate we can infer the difficulty to construct a certain attack suite for our tool. From the table, we find that when our tool is applied with GA or SA searching algorithm, it could drive three water tanks into any unsafe states we assign with a high success rate. The repetitions under Random setup were still able to across the safety boundary, but with a relatively low success rate. Especially when the attack can only occur under strict conditions (i.e., the underflow attack of LIT301 and LIT401). Such findings further proves the necessity of utilizing a more sophisticated search algorithm if the attacker want to launch more sophisticated attacks. We thus have the following conclusions:

When equipped with the sophisticated search algorithm (e.g., GA or SA), our tool is able to launch targeted attack with high success rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overflow</th>
<th>Underflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIT101</td>
<td>FIT201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-GA</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-GA</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-SA</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM_AL-Random</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random (No Model)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

RESULTS: SUCCESS RATE (%) OF LAUNCHING ATTACKS TOWARDS TARGETED UNSAFE STATES (OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW)

If attacks can only occur under strict conditions, an accurate prediction model and a sophisticated search algorithm (e.g., GA or SA) are required for generating attacks.
The second sub-experiment aims to investigate the ability of our tool to attack multiple components of the CPS at the same time. We ran the experiment as follows. Three LITs were chosen as our multi-point attack targets. Each sensor had two unsafe states (underflow and overflow), so there were 8 combinations of unsafe states in total. For each combination, we manually set up the fitness function $\sum_{s \in S} \frac{1}{d_{s,r}}$, where $S$ included LIT101, LIT301 and LIT401. We chose the SVM models as our ML-guiding tool. Then we launched the fuzzer and let it run as described in Experiment #1. Notice that we only stopped the fuzzer when all the unsafe states of different sensors were reached or timeout. For every combination of fuzzer setup and fitness function, we repeated the steps 25 times and recorded the number of times that the attack successfully drove SWAT into multi-point unsafe states.

**Results.** The results of this experiment are given in the first six rows of Table IV. We record the success rate of launching the specified multi-point attacks. For each sensor, we use L to denote that the water level reaches the lower threshold (i.e., underflow) and H to denote that the water level reaches the upper threshold (i.e., overflow). We use three letters to represent three unsafe states for each sensor (e.g., LLH represents that LIT101 is underflow, LIT301 is underflow and LIT401 is overflow). From Table IV, we can conclude that our tool is able to find multi-point attacks for six combinations of unsafe states out of eight. Focus on the success rate, we find that the ML-GA and ML-SA setups outperform their Random variants in most cases. Furthermore, when the model is trained with active learning, the fuzzer is able to generate attacks with a higher success rate. Note that when the unsafe state targets are set to LLL or HHH, almost every repetition fails to cross the safety boundary. We find such failures result from the control logic of SWAT. When the underflow of LIT401 is chosen as the target states, the most efficient way to achieve the attack goal is to set the tank level of LIT401 to a large number. The CPS would close P301 and open P401 and the water in LIT401 will be pumped out without being pumped in. However, when P301 is closed, there will be no way for the water in LIT401 to be pumped out, hence the underflow of LIT301 would be hard to reach. Therefore, under the setup of LLL and HHH, it is unrealistic to generate a successful attack in most cases. The only three successful repetitions occurred when the tank levels of LIT301 were low enough that they could reach the lower boundary within a short period of time. Such a contradiction does not appear in LHH or HHH attacks, because the CPS does not forbid P301 to open when LIT301 is low. Therefore, the attack benchmark can successfully drive the water level of LIT401 to reach the upperbound. We thus have the following conclusion:

> Active learning and metaheuristic search algorithms improve the success rate when launching multi-point attacks.

**Experiment #3: RQ 5.** Our third experiment seeks to compare the results of our active sensor fuzzing setups against those of other approaches. We make a comparison against two different baselines. First, we compare against an automatic approach in which all of the “smartness” is removed, and the manipulation to the sensor values are simply generated and applied randomly, without reference to any prediction model for the testbed (in contrast to LSTM-Random, SVM-Random). Second, and in contrast, we compare against the attacks of an established, expert-crafted benchmark [29], which were systematically derived from an attack model. For the different attacks derived from these two sources, this experiment is roughly similar to the first: launch them, and record which sensors are driven into unsafe ranges (and at which time points). The idea of the experiment is to establish where the effectiveness of active sensor fuzzing can be positioned between two extremes: a simplistic, uninformed search on the one hand; and an expert-crafted, comprehensive benchmark on the other.

We ran the experiment as follows. For the random baseline, we wrote a program to randomly generate 10 distinct sets of sensor readings. For each set in turn, we began by ‘resetting’ SWAT to a normal state, using the same procedure as the previous experiment. Once in such a state, we then fuzzed the network to manipulate the sensor readings with the given random configuration for 20 minutes. If during the run any real sensor readings were driven into an unsafe range, we recorded the sensors (and ranges) in question, and the time points at which they first became unsafe. After the run, the system was allowed to reset, before repeating the process for the other randomly generated configurations.

For the benchmark [29], we manually extracted all attack sequences that were intended drive the system into unsafe physical states. For each of these six attacks in turn, we fuzzed the network manually to recreate the attack sequence, overriding the sensor and actuator states as prescribed by the benchmark. If during the run any (actual) sensor readings were driven into an unsafe range, we recorded the sensors and time points at which they first became unsafe. This was repeated
10 times for each attack sequence.

Results. The results of this experiment are given in the bottom rows of Tables II. The numbers indicate the time at which sensor entered an unsafe state for the first time. For “Random (No Model)”, they are the medians across runs for 10 randomly generated sensor readings; for “Benchmark”, they are the medians across 10 repetitions for each of attacks that target some unsafe state. By comparing these numbers with active sensor fuzzing (RQ5), we show that our approach drives more of the sensors to unsafe states and does so faster.

The comparison with Random (No Model) makes clear that most of the attacks are not possible to find by “accident”, or just by simply fuzzing at random without any artificial or human intelligence. At the other end, the comparison with the SWaT benchmark illustrates that active sensor fuzzing was able to drive the system to nine additional types of unsafe states that were not covered by the benchmark. Also, its comparable attacks were slower than those of active sensor fuzzing. Most of our attacks achieves the shortest time while attacking the LITs (Especially under the setup of LSTMAL-GA). The comparison suggests that our approach could complement the benchmark and improve its comprehensiveness and efficiency.

Apart from the comparison of the ability to generate basic attacks (i.e., single-point and attacks without targeting any specified states) of other approaches. We also seek to find out whether those approaches can perform more sophisticated attacks as our tool does. The manually crafted benchmark [29] does not give any implementations on how to launch those sophisticated attacks, so we compare against the Random approach.

We ran the experiment as follows. We generated 10 distinct sets of sensor readings for the experiment of targeted attacks and 20 sets for the experiment of multi-point attacks. Then the network was fuzzed to manipulate the sensor readings. The fuzzer only stopped when the assigned unsafe states were reached or the 20 minutes timeout. We then recorded the number of sensor reading sets that successfully drove the system across the safety boundary.

Results. The results of the random baseline is given in the last row of Table III and Table IV. For the targeted attack, only one repetition drives LIT101 to overflow and one repetition drives LIT101 to underflow while others fail to attack. For the multi-point attack, the repetition do not success under most cases. Only by little chance could the randomly generated attack suite succeed in driving all three tanks to unsafe states simultaneously. Compared with the random approach combined with any prediction models (e.g., LSTM-Random, SVM-Random), it is clear that the “smartness” induced by those prediction model make the attack suites more feasible. We thus have the following conclusions:

Experiment #4: RQ 6. In our fourth experiment, we reveal and analyze how active learning benefit the fuzzing framework compared with our previous work [38]. In this work, we apply new prediction models in the step of learning. Therefore, we design this experiment to figure out the influence of these changes.

First, we study whether active sensor fuzzing can complement the attack benchmarks generated by the original fuzzing framework. We singled out the attack with the best performance (attacks with shortest time to drive the system into an unsafe state) of each individual sensor from our original fuzzing tool [38]. The results are given in the last row of Table II, indicated by “Smart Fuzzing”. In our original fuzzing framework, there are 13 kinds of attack benchmarks generated for SWaT in total. In this work, with applying active learning, our framework successfully generates attack suites that can drive the system reach two more unsafe states within the given time (i.e., the underflow thresholds of LIT301 and LIT401). Thus, we have the following conclusion:

Active sensor fuzzing complemented the original approach and discovered two more attacks within the given time.

Next, we explain why active learning could promote the procedures of attack discovery. From the aforementioned experiments (see Table I, II, III and IV), we can conclude that active learning enhances the prediction models to construct sophisticated attack suites in less time. For a better understanding of the effect of active learning, we use feature importance [52], a technique that calculates a score for all the input features for a prediction model based on how they influence the result, to interpret the original model and the model trained with active learning. The intuition is that under most cases, the components of CPS evolve according to their related sensor values (e.g., a pump opens when the tank level is high and closes when the tank level is low). Thus, by calculating the feature importance before and after active learning, we can find out which sensor plays an essential role while the prediction model generates its output, and how active learning influence these feature importance.

We calculated feature importance based on the model we used. For the linear SVC model, we took the absolute value of the model’s weight for the feature as its importance. For the LSTM model, we referred to [53] and used the prediction loss after shuffling a certain feature as its importance. We picked MV101, a motorized valve in stage 1, as an example to explain the impact of active learning.

Results. The calculated feature importance of the SVC model and the LSTM model that predict the evolution of MV101 are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. In Figure 5, compared to the original model, the feature importance of LIT101 (marked in red color) is significantly larger than those of other sensors. In Figure 6, the feature importance of LIT101 is ranked first for the active learning model, while ranked second for the original model. After analyzing the logic of the Swat testbed, we found that the behavior of MV101 is determined by the status of LIT101, i.e., MV101 closes when LIT101 is high and opens when LIT101 is low. The larger the feature importance is, the higher probability the corresponding sensor is selected to be manipulated in the fuzzing phase. Therefore, active learning is substantial for...
finding the important targeted sensor and improves the success rate to launch an attack.

We thus have the following conclusions:

> Active learning is effective at finding the critical sensors for manipulation.

C. Discussion on attack detection mechanism

Some hybrid systems have built-in attack detection mechanisms, such as invariant monitoring [54]. These mechanisms statistically analyze whether all system states obey a set of predefined rules. For example, if the valve MV101 is open, the reasonable range of water flow indicator FIT101 is 0.4-2.0. If the actual reading falls outside of this range, the detection mechanism will trigger an alarm. Other mechanisms conduct statistical tests based on the likelihood of an observation given an internal state of the system. If these mechanisms are well-designed and the attacker has no means of compromising or falsifying the data, our approach is unlikely to generate any possible attack vectors. However, if the rules or statistical tests are insufficient to cover all vulnerabilities, then active fuzzing could be able to detect some vulnerabilities.

D. Threats to Validity

Finally, we remark on some threats to the validity of our evaluation and approach. First, our approach was only performed on one testbed. Second, our approach was implemented for a CPS testbed: while it is a real, fully operational plants based on the designs of industrial ones, it is still smaller, and our results may therefore not scale-up (this is difficult to test due to the confidentiality surrounding plants in cities). Finally, the initial states of the testbeds were not controlled, other than to be within their normal ranges, meaning that our performance results may vary lightly.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we highlight a selection of the literature that is particularly relevant to some of the main themes of this paper: constructing attacks, fuzzing, and assessing robustness. We remark that related works on attack defense mechanisms are discussed earlier in the paper in Section I, with some mechanisms specific to SWaT discussed in Section II.

A number of papers have considered the systematic construction or synthesis of attacks for CPSs in order to test (or demonstrate flaws in) some specific attack detection mechanisms. Liu et al. [55], for example, target electric power grids, which are typically monitored based on state estimation, and demonstrate a new class of data injection attacks that can introduce arbitrary errors into certain state variables and evade detection. Huang et al. [56] also target power grids, presenting an algorithm that synthesises attacks that are able to evade detection by conventional monitors. The algorithm, based on ideas from hybrid systems verification and sensitivity analysis, covers both discrete and continuous aspects of the system. Urbina et al. [57] evaluate several attack detection mechanisms in a comprehensive review, concluding that many of them are not limiting the impact of stealthy attacks (i.e., from attackers who have knowledge about the system’s defenses), and suggest ways of mitigating this. Sugumar and Mathur [58] address the problem of assessing attack detection mechanisms based on process invariants: their tool simulates their behavior when subjected to single stage single point attacks, but must first be provided with some formal timed automata models. Cárdenas et al. [59] propose a general framework for assessing attack detection mechanisms, but in contrast to the previous works, focus on the business cases between different solutions. For example, they consider the cost-benefit trade-offs and attack threats associated with different methods, e.g., centralized vs. distributed.

Fuzzing has been a popular research topic in security and software engineering for many years, but the goals of previous works tend to differ from ours, which is a general approach/tool for discovering CPS network attacks. Fuzzing has previously been applied to CPS models, but for the goal of testing them, rather than finding attacks. CyFuzz [60] and DeepFuzzSL [61] are two such tools, which offer support for testing Simulink models of CPSs. American fuzzy lop [41] targets programs, and uses GAs to increase the code coverage of tests and find more bugs. Cha et al. [40] also target software, using white-box symbolic analysis on execution traces to maximize the bugs it finds in programs. Grammar-based fuzzers (e.g., [62], [63]) generate complex structured input, such as HTML-JavaScript for testing web browsers, with formal grammars. A number of works (e.g., [64]) have targeted the fuzzing of network protocols in order to test their...
intrusion detection systems. In contrast, our work starts from the assumption that an attacker has already compromised the network, and uses ML-guided fuzzing to find the different ways that such an attacker might drive the system to an unsafe state. The attacks that it uncovers then form test suites for attack detection mechanisms. The work of Chen et al. [31], which also introduces active learning to guide the fuzzing process, is close to our fuzzing framework. But in contrast to our work, the framework of [31] constructs regression models and fuzzes based on the network payloads of CPSs.

There are more formal approaches that could be used to analyze a CPS and construct a benchmark of different attacks. However, these typically require a formal specification, which, if available in the first place, may be too simple to capture all the complexities in the physical processes of full-fledged CPSs. Kang et al. [65], for example, construct a first-order model of SWaT’s first three stages in Alloy, and analyze it with respect to some safety properties. However, the work uses very simple abstractions of the physical processes, and only partially models the system (we consider all of it without the need for any formal model). Castellanos et al. [66] automatically extract models from PLC programs that highlight the interactions among different internal entities of a CPS, and propose reachability algorithms for analyzing the dependencies between control programs and physical processes. McLaughlin et al. [67] describe a trusted computing base for verifying safety-critical code on PLCs, with safety violations reported to operators when found. Etigoui et al. [68] define a CPS control solution for securing power grids, focusing on information flow analyses based on (potentially verifiable) policy logic and symbolic execution. Beyond these examples, if a CPS can be modeled as a hybrid system, there are several formal methods that can be applied to it, including model checking [69], [70], SMT solving [71], non-standard analysis [72], process calculi [73], reachability analysis [74], concolic testing [75], and theorem proving [76]. Defining a formal model that accurately characterizes enough of the physical process and its interactions with the PLCs is, however, the hardest part. Active sensor fuzzing in contrast can achieve results on real-world CPSs without the need for specifying a model at all: it learns one implicitly and automatically from the data logs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed active sensor fuzzing, a black-box tool to automatically generate CPS attack suites based on manipulating sensor values. We used active learning to overcome the enormous search space and the huge cost to label data in the context of cyber physical system. We trained a series of cascaded models from which the relevance between the actuators and the sensor readings of the system could be learnt. Online active learning was used to enhance the performance of our models. We adapted the EBCM [31] active learning framework, which was designed to maximize the change of behavior patterns of CPSs. We implemented two metaheuristic approaches to guide the fuzzing process: genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA).

We then evaluated the efficiency and efficacy of our tool on a multi-stage water purification testbed: SWaT, which consists of multiple computation, communication and physical processes and related components. The experiments showed that our tool was able to find attacks that could drive the system into 15 different unsafe states, 9 more than an expert-crafted benchmark [43]. Furthermore, we implemented two sophisticated attacks: targeted and multi-point attack. We showed that active sensor fuzzing was able to launch targeted attacks with high success rate while guided by some sophisticated search algorithm and a well-trained model. As for the multi-point attacks, the benchmark generated by our tool could also succeed in most cases, as long as the attack wasn’t in contradiction to the control logic of the system. Finally, we introduced how active sensor fuzzing extended our original fuzzing framework [38]. We complement the attack benchmarks with 2 more kinds of attack suites. Furthermore, we analyzed how active learning could help refine the distribution of feature importance of the prediction model. When the model was updated, the procedure of finding attacks in the context of CPS was also improved.
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